Are you a **Java Developer** looking to build up your skills and career?

Imagine sitting down at a cafe in Barcelona, a beach in Goa or a restaurant in Rio, you open up your laptop and you’re ready to roll. You spend your days wherever you wish, building products that will bring to life the world of tomorrow.

In 2019 you don’t need to be tied to a desk or a social circle. Your daily life could be spent getting things done from anywhere and reaching out to anyone.

**If this could be you** take this quick 15 minute test to show us what you got: https://apply.hundred5.com/ZR8PM09O5OPEV2YUEYM

That’s it, all there is to it. Pass the test and go straight to interview. No need for complicated bureaucracy and fancy CVs.

Not convinced? Here’s another **3 reasons why you should apply**:  
1. Because you know how to do the job.  
2. Because you want to develop yourself.  
3. Because you will get an amazing new team.

When you **join Producement** you can work with experienced engineers around the world. We are impact and ownership driven and work as a high functioning team.

Producement is a close-knit team of developers that choose work with impact. Your daily life will be about building products that are breaking new ground.

No project managers, no legacy code, no specs that define you. Just you and your mind, you develop end-to-end, you create your path.
Work in Producement is what you make it. Take on a new project, define the product you’re building with the client. See how your work performs in tests with real users. And choose what you build it with.

**The Languages**
We prefer experience in Java, Kotlin, React and Redux, Typescript is a plus.

**The Details**
We create customer focused agile teams.
We develop a product vision and implement it through lean iteration.
You are a great fit if you build sleek well designed products.

**The Location**
Producement was started by 3 developers that met while working for TransferWise in Tallinn, Estonia.
Today we are a fully remote workplace of diverse people around the world.

If this could be you take this quick 15 minute test to show us what you got: [https://apply.hundred5.com/ZR8PM09O5OPEV2YUEYM](https://apply.hundred5.com/ZR8PM09O5OPEV2YUEYM)